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About This Game

Strange things are happening in the museum. In this museum you have to capture the phenomenon using a camera.
A variety of statues dances and approaches to you. Take pictures so that these statues can not reach to you.

And Please enjoy watching various theme.

1. Use the trigger on the controller to take pictures!
2. Observe statues!

3. Take a picture of the upcoming statues!
4. Observe various themes!

5. Take a picture of the boss statue at the end of the theme!

STORY

Stanley, a 21 year old, wants to have a new camera in order to fulfill the dream of a photographer.
One day, strange rumors began to spread from a secluded museum.

Although a bit scary, Stanley goes to a strange and weird museum to take picture the phenomenon for fulfill his dream.

this game

statues can be threat. they are mischievous statue so they want to surprise you.
you have to take them picture using camera. Go to inside of museum for catching museum's secret.

we want make people to funny. so statues moving is very mischievous. many kids like it.
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adult also enjoy this game.
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